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ABSTRACT A consistent increase in internet streaming via extensive surfing, online gaming and audio-
visual streaming has posed many challenges in maintaining the quality of service for the communication
industry. To cater the issues of Next Generation Mobile Networks previously, we proposed a Smart MPTCP
(S-MPTCP) path controller that handles theMPTCP sub-flowswhile having various network communication
interfaces. The proposed scheme controls the MPTCP sub-flows utilizing the information exchanged at the
start of establishing a connection to appropriately map the client with a suitable network server interface.
Here, we extended our previous work by analyzing it in 5G networks and over video traffic. To determine its
efficacy, the proposed scheme was simulated at Samsung Electronics, Head Quarters and validated through
live air experiments using Samsung Galaxy S21 and Galaxy Note 20 devices with leading Korean Telecom
operators (KT and SKT) connection. Our simulation outcomes and live air experiments have proved that
the proposed scheme can efficiently control the MPTCP sub-flows with enhanced throughput and nominal
connection overhead. The previously proposed S-MPTCP was tested on Samsung Galaxy S8 and Galaxy
Note 8. We have re-tested the LTE network case on latest Samsung devices i.e. Samsung Galaxy S21 and
Galaxy Note 20. In the case of LTE network, the battery power gain improved by 13% and approximately
50% of mobile data saved compared to the existing conventional MPTCP approach. The gains observed
using new devices are same as in old devices. We have taken a step further to test our solution in 5G NR
conditions. In the case of 5G NR for good WiFi, the average utilization of 5G Data with S-MPTCP is 27%,
whereas it is 53% without S-MPTCP.

19 INDEX TERMS MPTCP, path manager, data saving, power saving, smartphones.

I. INTRODUCTION20

The huge influx of smart devices in society foresee a connec-21

tion of around 18 billion IPV6 devices with the network by22

the year 2022. Almost half of the 18 billion IPV6 devices are23

expected to be the IPV6 cellular mobile devices alone [1].24

Recently, the use of smart phones has gained an immense25

momentum along with a tremendous increase in network26

traffic. It has been observed that streaming services especially27

multimedia oriented data streaming has become the major28

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Zesong Fei .

proportion of this traffic and its popularity is surging on daily 29

basis. Owing to this fact, it is expected that by the end of 30

year 2022, 82% of the world’s IP and smartphone traffic 31

will be solely in the form of video streaming and that will 32

account a rate of 26, 100 MBs per month [1]. The transport 33

layer protocol design faces challenges because of the huge 34

mobile network traffic and fluctuating network bandwidth 35

that results in the decline of network condition. The gen- 36

eral typical problems that media streaming services may 37

encounter as a result of this could be extended startup delays, 38

poor switching quality and frequent stalls. With the mas- 39

sive development of intelligent hardware, by 2022 network 40
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society aims to connect 18 billion IPV6 devices out of which41

9.4 billion IPV6 mobile devices [1]. We have tremendous42

momentum around Smartphones.43

Among all transport layer protocols, TCP is the most44

widely used protocol for robust data transmission with higher45

efficiency [2]. However, recently an enhanced version of46

TCP called as Multipath TCP (MPTCP) is introduced.47

MPTCP has become a propitious standard to combat the48

challenges faced by the network providers in the provision of49

quality streaming services for satisfactory user experiences.50

MPTCP is standardized in the Internet Engineering Task51

Force (IETF) RFC 6182 [3]. It enables the operations of TCP52

over multiple paths with multiple addresses. MPTCP utilizes53

the multipath operation at transport layer level, it ensures the54

reliability and increases the capacity of the network for a55

smooth and seamless operation [3], [4].MPTCP is considered56

as a decent solution for smart devices facing inconsistent57

signal quality and coverage issues from network interfaces58

like LTE-A and WiFi. Although, various network operators59

have already deployed the MPTCP to meet the user require-60

ments by improving the service quality and throughput of the61

network, still there remains a considerable space for improve-62

ment in the mobile data management and power saving63

domains.64

MPTCP is resilient to link failures and can effectively65

use the available bandwidths. It uses TCP in its sub flows66

and improves the throughput by aggregating the capacity.67

The MPTCP sub flows are established over multiple links.68

However, in case of unreliable connection the sub flow con-69

nections tend to break [8]. The use of multiple network70

interfaces adheres a trade-off between the throughput and71

power consumption of the device. Contrary to thewired users,72

the user of smart phones avoids to utilize all the accessible73

interfaces, particularly the use of cellular interfaces such74

as LTE, as it may burden the user with additional data charges.75

A number of studies are carried out by the researchers to76

improve and optimize the performance of MPTCP for dif-77

ferent scenarios [2]. However, these studies do not satisfy78

the user requirement for managing simultaneous multiple79

network communication interfaces utilization. These limi-80

tations demand a smart multipath controller that efficiently81

takes the decisions and controls the sub flows to enhance the82

reliability, data and power savings keeping the throughput83

intact.84

To fulfill the Next generation Mobile Networks demands85

and to combat the challenges faced by MPTCP, we introduce86

a novel Smart MPTCP controller (S-MPTCP) in our previous87

work [5]. The S-MPTCP enables the analysis, classification88

and the management of the MPTCP sub-flows. Our pro-89

posed S-MPTCP concept enables the efficient controlling of90

MPTCP sub-flows on the basis of path characteristics and91

interfaces. In [5], we proposed a MPTCP path controller for92

LTE-A networks. However, previous work lacks in analysis93

and performance evaluations of SMPTCP over 5G NR and94

video. The major contributions of our research presented in95

this paper are enumerated as:96

1) In this work, we propose and analyze the S-MPTCP 97

architecture for varying channel condition in 5G 98

mmWave network by considering the video traffic. 99

The SMPTCP ensures the best utilization of network 100

condition and route the traffic to the best available path 101

to reduce the data and power consumption. 102

2) To analyze the viability and effectiveness of our pro- 103

posed concept, we performed rigorous simulations 104

in our lab at Samsung Electronics, Head Quarter 105

South Korea, and verified the simulation results with 106

experimental results. The live air experiments were 107

carried out using Samsung Galaxy S21 and Galaxy 108

Note 20 devices with the connections of KT and SKT 109

South Korean operators. 110

3) The simulation and live air experiment results con- 111

firm that the proposed approach can efficiently control 112

and manage the MPTCP sub-flows. Simultaneously, 113

it delivers a better throughput with nominal connec- 114

tion overheads. This improves the battery power gain 115

by 13% and hence saves the mobile data consump- 116

tion up to 50% in contrast to the currently existing 117

MPTCP solutions. 118

The initial version of this work is published in [5], where 119

we analyze the MPTCP path controller for LTE-A networks. 120

However, this paper extends the previous published work [5] 121

in several aspects, as mentioned below: 122

1) Section II provides the summary of the recent works in 123

MPTCP along with the objective of each work referred. 124

2) In Section III we have provided a method for fine grain 125

traffic classification for MPTCP. Using the classifica- 126

tion, the video traffic is detected and we provided a 127

novel algorithm to handle the video traffic in MPTCP. 128

3) In section IV, the LTE experiments have been 129

re-performed on the latest Samsung devices to 130

re-confirm the gains that were witnessed in published 131

work. 132

4) In section IV, we had added new results for 5G New 133

Radio (NR) considering varying channel condition. 134

Moreover, Table. 1, Fig. 5 and Fig. 9 are new and 135

unpublished. 136

The organization of the rest of the manuscript is as follows: 137

Section II provides a short review of the related work on 138

the present legacy MPTCP solutions. Section III explains 139

the proposed scheme of S-MPTCP system and algorithms. 140

Section IV is dedicated to demonstrate the evaluation of live 141

air and simulation results while the outcomes and conclusions 142

of the research are delineated in Section V. 143

II. RELATED WORK 144

For years researchers are striving to enhance the MPTCP 145

performance related to the network path and congestion con- 146

trol. Some of the research investigations are performed to 147

identify the limitations of MPTCP because of the absence 148

of route manager between the source and destination. The 149

routing mechanism is network type dependent. Beyond one 150

network interface everything related to the data flow depends 151
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TABLE 1. Related Works in Multipath TCP (MPTCP).

on the implemented routing mechanism of the other net-152

work. Another research area identified by several researchers153

is Adaptive management of MPTCP. Recent studies pro-154

poses mobility-aware seamless handover method based on155

MPTCP [6] and WAN-aware MPTCP in terms of resilience,156

that minimize the application performance under WAN link157

failures [7]. A brief summary of the publications related to158

the Adaptive MPTCP (AMPTCP) is given in table 1.159

Ivan Gojmerac, et al. presented the concept of Adaptive160

Multipath routing algorithm for the dynamic management of161

autonomous systems [9].The suggested algorithm is capable162

of balancing the traffic load locally at the expense of mini-163

mum overhead. Although, the improvements in conventional164

MPTCP is depicted through simulation results, traffic load165

balancing among neighboring networks is carried out without166

considering thewhole network that results in the degeneration167

of overall routing performance.168

Coudron, et al. [11] also favored the concept of AMPTCP,169

that dynamically sets the quantity of sub-flows on the basis of170

application work-load. It first divides the total duration into171

small intervals to quantify the throughput of each sub-flow172

for the most recent interval, then the number of sub-flows is173

set dynamically. This yields in higher throughput for large174

sub- flows with minimum resource and scheduling overheads175

for small sub-flows. AMPTCP achieves a reduction in the176

number of average sub-flows by 37.5% keeping the same177

throughput as legacy MPTCP. However, the idea lacks in the178

efficient path routing and controlling mechanism to eradicate179

the possibility of network congestion, as, it may cause a180

performance decline even in the small sub-flows.181

Another concept suggests the techniques to improve the 182

formation of MPTCP sub-flows so that it may create enough 183

amount of sub-flows considering the diversity of the fun- 184

damental path identified by the Location/Identifier Separa- 185

tion Protocol (LISP) [10]. Moreover, a sub-flow cross-layer 186

coordination module is built between LISP - MPTCP by 187

the researchers. Although, the idea declares a remarkable 188

improvement in cloud communication between multi-homed 189

data centers and users, it fails in determining themost suitable 190

routes and numbers of sub-flow if compared with AMPTCP. 191

Sandri et.al. [12] exploited the utilization of MPTCP in 192

Open Flow network to demonstrate the multi flow design. 193

The objective of this design is to improve the throughput 194

of networks facing congestion due to sharing. This topol- 195

ogy sends the sub-flows of single MPTCP connections via 196

multiple network routes. The very first sub-flow is fixed to 197

transmit over the path having closest destination, while rest 198

of the sub-flows are directed over randomly selected paths. 199

All sub-flow paths are decided at the beginning of the process 200

which never updates subsequently despite having changes in 201

the network. This consequently leads to an inefficient routing 202

mechanism because of the packet drops. 203

The dynamic inclusion and exclusion of MPTCP paths 204

following SDN approach is another way to rectify the poor 205

performance issues caused by the enormous defective packets 206

in situations when the bandwidths and delays of paths are 207

diversified [13]. The idea is to dynamically identify the con- 208

nected path capacity on the basis of continuously varying net- 209

work conditions and then selecting the suitable paths.Mininet 210

platform was used to perform the tests to investigate the 211
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effectiveness of proposed idea. Although, the results showed212

some improvement prospects in the Quality of Experience213

(QoE) and higher download speed for adaptive rate video214

streaming, just adjusting the number of paths in network215

connections without taking into account the choice of finest216

path may result in the deterioration of efficient throughput217

utilization with increased cost overheads.218

Zannettou et al. depicted the SDN controller assisted219

MPTCP sub-flows routing scheme [14]. The proposed220

scheme relies on the packets inspection to determine the221

suitable MPTCP sub-flow paths and reserves the selected222

path using two tables. It was found that when sender access223

links do not impose any restriction or limitations on the sub-224

flows, MPTCP performance exhibits significant improve-225

ment. However, the lack of adaption capability and having226

an inherent static nature of path selection mechanism limits227

the MPTCP optimal performance attainment.228

X. Yitao, et al. [2] presented the cross-layer design for229

Flow-Size-AwareMPTCP (FSA-MPTCP) concept that deter-230

mines the upper layer data flows information size to guaran-231

tee an adaptable optimal transmission of various data flows.232

This mode of data transmission is optimized for Quality233

of Service (QoS) and enhanced data flows. On the other234

hand, Zhang et al. [8] introduced the QoE optimized multi-235

path TCP oriented data delivery system using mobile adhoc236

networks. The realization of multipath data routing with237

optimized start was realized using hidden Markov model.238

The performance evaluations show that the proposed algo-239

rithm utilizes multiple sub-paths more efficiently with finer240

network traffic load balancing attribute. Han et al. in [16]241

proposed the novel Bottleneck Bandwidth and Round-trip242

time (BBR) congestion control algorithm for MPTCP and243

Adaptively Redundant & Packet-by-Packet (AR & P) sched-244

uler. The presented algorithm was able to maintain stability245

in lossy network situations with higher throughput, balanced246

congestion and assured fairness. In [17], Igaciuk et al. pro-247

posed a discrete-time data exchangemodel accompaniedwith248

a non-linear sliding mode MPTCP controller.249

Later, the authors in [18], [19], and [20] introduced250

MPTCP performance enhancement for video streaming pur-251

pose. In [18] Luo et al. proposed a real time video streaming252

platform for future mobile edge computing scenarios using253

IPv6+MPTCP. In [19] preference aware adaptive algorithm254

is presented for video streaming over S-MPTCP. The algo-255

rithm efficiently predicts the bandwidth error and optimizes256

the QoE subjected to the available resources. In [20] the257

impact of path switching on multipath video streaming was258

studied. The authors proposed a path scheduler and utilized259

the network performance measures and video quality metrics260

for overall performance analysis.261

All the proposedMPTCP based routing mechanisms avail-262

able in literature lacks in the simultaneous handling of sub-263

flows congestion, dynamic network conditions and network264

packet drops. This gap provided us the basis of designing an265

intelligent MPTCP sub-flows path controller that enables an266

efficient handling of all the above mentioned MPTCP related267

issues along with an improved user experience in terms of 268

enhanced throughput and minimum data and power con- 269

sumption. The proposed S-MPTCP manages and controls the 270

sub-flows on the basis of path characteristics and interfaces. 271

The performance of S-MPTCP is analyzed by considering 272

5G mmWave network and video traffic. 273

III. PROPOSED S-MPTCP ARCHITECTURE 274

This section provides an outline of our proposed S-MPTCP 275

based system architecture. Here we initially present an 276

overview of the overall system architecture which is then 277

followed by elaborating the working of each module. The 278

depiction of overall system architecture is given in Figure 1. 279

It shows that the system is composed of two main modules 280

(a) The Analytics Layer & (b) The Control Panel Layer. The 281

Analytics Layer, which is also called as the upper layer and 282

resides on the Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) serves 283

for the analysis, classification and providing feedback to the 284

lower layer. It is further subdivided into two modules i.e. 285

(i) the Classifier module and (ii) the Feeder module. Both 286

modules acquire the cross-layer feedback and useful infor- 287

mation and disseminate it to the lower layer (Control plane 288

layer). The Control Plane Layer has the actual controller 289

whichmanages and controls theMPTCP sub-flows. It utilizes 290

the obtained feedback from Analytics layer to set or tune the 291

MPTCP sub-flows control according to the information. 292

Now, each layer and the related modules will be discussed 293

in detail. 294

A. ANALYTICS LAYER 295

As mentioned earlier, the analytics layer is composed of 296

two modules, among which the first one is Packet Classifier 297

module. This module classifies the socket and the type of 298

connection. The second module is the Feeder module which 299

is used to analyze the user equipment (UE) functionalities 300

and determine the efficient use ofMPTCP to obtain enhanced 301

throughput with optimum data and power usage. 302

The packet classifier appears in three different ver- 303

sions as shown in Figure 1, (i) User input-based classifier, 304

(ii) Operator based classifier and (iii) Auto classifier module. 305

The discussion of each classifiermodule version is as follows. 306

(i) User input-based classifier: This classifier version 307

gives preference to the user and makes classifications 308

on the basis of user input. Our designed user space 309

application is shown in Figure 2. It works in four dif- 310

ferent operational modes. 311

- Hassle Free Mode: This mode allows the users to use 312

MPTCP for obtaining better throughput. It is done by 313

employing multiple interfaces simultaneously i.e. both 314

LTE and WiFi. 315

- Reliability Mode: This mode is useful for specific 316

real time network applications such as voice over inter- 317

net protocols, video conferencing, online gaming, etc., 318

for reliability enhancement. The Connection analyzer 319

module retains the primary interface and switches to 320
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FIGURE 1. S-MPTCP Architecture.

FIGURE 2. User based application.

the mobile interface only when some problem prevails321

for a considerable duration.322

- Low Latency Mode: This is a peculiar mode for323

low latency applications. A redundant mode MPTCP324

data transmission is assimilated to obtain the minimum325

possible latency. It is suitable for 5G specific applica-326

tions having ultra-low latency such as virtual reality,327

augmented reality and tactile internet applications.328

Since, latency is the focused criteria in this case, 329

throughput can be compromised to minimum level. 330

- Single Path TCP (SPTCP) Mode: This mode is 331

acquired when the user intents to use the default inter- 332

face only and to avert the redundant data usage for the 333

least essential applications. 334

(ii) Operator based classifier: Overloading at user end is 335

a serious concern and to tackle it we propose a pro- 336

ficient mode of interaction with the operator specific 337

applications. Only for few applications the operators 338

don’t charge extra to the users. For instance, an Indian 339

operator JIO does not charge extra amount to its users 340

for some of its applications such as JIO TV. Simi- 341

larly, some Korean and European operators offer spe- 342

cial data tariffs for particular applications such as for 343

Facebook and WhatsApp, apart from the usual data 344

package. LTE data usage for these special applications 345

may not be of significant effect because these are 346

accommodated within special or free tariffs. Moreover, 347

we were intended to identify the applications which 348

may face disconnection issues while online streaming 349

or extended downloading time for explicit applications. 350

Users of such applications are suggested to switch 351

on to the MPTCP with the relevant mode. Operator- 352

based classifiers follow the following steps: a) Request 353

is generated by UE for its user subscription plans. 354

b) Based upon the generated request, operator responds 355

to the UE. c) User identification (UID) of the appli- 356

cation specified in step b) is fetched from the white 357

listed applications. d) UID fetched is step c) is trans- 358

ferred to the control plane layer to manage the mode 359

appropriately. 360

(iii) Auto classifier Module This module enables the 361

auto-classification of the user data obtained from 362

various applications and efficiently manage them 363
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Algorithm 1 Video Module Flow
1: Video starts
2: Calculate C =WB/VB
3: if C < 1 then
4: Start DAS
5: if BR < Th then
6: Th = min(2*Th, Size of VIdeo/2)
7: Establish more subflows
8: TB = Sigma(AB)
9: if TB < VB then
10: Go to step 7
11: else if then
12: Go to step 5
13: end if
14: else if then
15: Go to step 17
16: end if
17: else if Video running then
18: Go to step 2
19: else if then
20: Stop
21: end if

in accordance. Based upon the available services,364

this category is sub-classified into four main follow-365

ing classes: - Streaming Services: The android media366

framework and streaming module gives us the infor-367

mation that whether the socket is engaged in streaming368

services or not. For superior streaming services and369

efficient usage of data we have devised the algorithm370

‘‘On-Demand Mobile Data’’ as shown in algorithm 1.371

The rationale behind the deployed algorithm is straight372

forward, i.e. to utilize it only when demand occurs. For373

instance, if WiFi is adequately and independently ful-374

filling the data requirement, onlyWiFi will be used oth-375

erwise the combination of LTE-WiFi will be employed.376

Algorithm 1 also illustrates the working mechanism of377

the video module controller block. Here, WiFi Band-378

width and Video Bandwidth is represented as WB and379

VB respectively. The estimation of WB is based upon380

the streaming experience and network parameters like381

signal to noise ratio (SNR), signal strength, latency,382

packet losses etc. In the start of video streaming, the383

device calculates the C using formula:384

C =
WB
VB

385

The ratio C determines if the video streaming is smooth386

or not. The value of C < 1, indicates that the video387

is running with pauses. This is the situation when388

WiFi alone fails to fulfill the flawless video stream-389

ing condition. This information is transferred to the390

control plane layer where Dynamic Adaptive sub-flow391

(DAS) controls the mode of the MPTCP operations392

accordingly. DAS decides the use of MPTCP sub-flow393

control within current network situation.394

In the above figure for Algorithm 1: 395

WB =WiFi bandwidth 396

VB = video bandwidth 397

LP = loaded pivot 398

CP = current pivot 399

BR = Boost factor = LP − CP 400

TB = Total Bandwidth 401

Th = threshold (initialized to 10 sec) 402

CB = Current Bandwidth after establishing sub-flow 403

Sigma (CB) = summation of all CBs 404

We find the boost factor (BR) by calculating difference 405

between the Load Pivot (LP) and Current Pivot (CP) 406

parameters. Boost factor helps in the identification of 407

video frames loaded in advance. The threshold value 408

(Th) is used to determine whether the multiple inter- 409

faces needs to be enabled or not. Selecting a lower 410

threshold value results in a continuous toggling of the 411

interface that probably cost in higher power consump- 412

tion. Conversely, selecting a higher threshold value 413

may result in a permanently connected running inter- 414

face that consistently consumes mobile data through 415

the interface. By selecting Th value as 10s, we obtain 416

the better QoE from our experiment. If BR leads the Th, 417

it implies an ample availability of frames to proceed, 418

hence, the inclusion of additional flows is undesired in 419

this situation, otherwise it would have. The proposed 420

algorithm ensures to reduction in LTE data usage by 421

enabling it only when requested. This on-demand uti- 422

lization of LTE interface when needed saves the power 423

up-to 20%. In existing network system, the start of 424

MPTCP service also initializes the mobile and WiFi 425

interfaces and keep them running continuously. 426

- High Reliability Services: This mode of operation is 427

well suited for applications that do not deem high band- 428

width; instead, reliability and latency from services are 429

their major concerns. Applications that are critical for 430

this category may include MCPTT signaling (Mission 431

Critical Push to Talk) and IMS signaling, while the 432

Remote Voice Assistant is classified as high reliabil- 433

ity application. In existing network circumstances, the 434

S-MPTCP PM avails the backup or redundant mode for 435

services like these. 436

- Download Services. All android platform-based ser- 437

vices use the android download manager for down- 438

loading applications. Moreover, there are applications 439

which have their own HTTP stack and data handling 440

procedure such asWhatsApp video downloader, Kakao 441

Talk image downloader, etc. We get into the LIBC 442

layer to assimilate the data flow through it and to 443

classify the services into this category. Our proposed 444

download algorithmworks on the following procedure: 445

a) First it examines that if the download is HTTP and 446

subsequently attempts to fetch the download file size 447

through GET request. 448

b) The download size and current WiFi download sta- 449

tus, the approximate completion time is calculated. 450
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Algorithm 2 Download Services
1: Input: HTTP & NON-HTTP
2: Output: SPTCP, SMPTCP & MPTCP
3: if HTTP then
4: if Object Size < α1 MB then
5: SPTCP
6: else if Object Size > α1 MB then
7: SMPTCP
8: end if
9: else if NON-HTTP then

10: if Time to download < α2 Sec then
11: SPTCP
12: else if Time to download > α2 Sec then
13: MPTCP
14: end if
15: end if

c) If the approximated completion time appears less451

than the threshold value α1, we use SPTCP, else other452

modes of MPTCP will be used.453

d) If the file to be downloaded is non-HTTP, or if its454

size is non-fetchable, we inquire to check the down-455

load time by comparing it with a running clock. If the456

clock moves ahead of the threshold value α2, we try to457

switch the MPTCP in some other suitable operational458

mode by loading the information to the control plane459

layer specifically for this service. In our experiment460

we have set α1 as 20 MB and α2 as 30 sec [22].461

Irrespective of the different network scenarios the α1 is462

selected as 20 MB to differentiate download service463

from the web surfing or web browsing service. This464

will enable us to choose S-MPTCP only for download465

service and thereby save the power consumption in466

smartphones. For thin stream connections the use of467

S-MPTCP might not benefit the end users. Hence,468

we select service which continuously exchanges data469

for more than 30 seconds (α2) to leverage the benefits470

of S-MPTCP.471

Algorithm 2 provides the run down.472

1) FEEDER MODULE473

The analyzer module of UE communicates with several mod-474

ules to fetch the information and delivers the feedback to the475

control plane layer. The feeder module is depicted in Figure 1.476

The sub-modules of the feeder module listen the various477

UE states. Explanation of feeder module’s sub-modules is478

given below.479

1) Radio Conditions Analyzer: This module is responsible480

to comprehend and evaluate the operational parameters481

of radio. The network radio performance score is cal-482

culated through WiFi related parameters like the Link483

Bandwidth, Received Signal Strength Indicator, Esti-484

mated Bandwidth, etc. However, on the contrary, the485

score of mobile network performance is obtained from486

the parameters such as Signal to Noise Ratio, Received487

Signal Strength Indicator and Reference Signal488

Algorithm 3 Radio Condition Analyzer
1: Input: RAT Type
2: Output: Radio related operational parameters
3: On RAT change identity, RAT type
4: if RAT type set with MPTCP then
5: Use full mash mode
6: else
7: Use backup mode
8: MPTCP Kernel
9: end if

Received Quality. The scores obtained from these 489

parameters helps in deriving relative weightage for 490

paths which are then used in various classifier mod- 491

ules. Beside score estimation and paths weightage 492

assignment, it carries some more useful mobile infor- 493

mation like Radio Access Technology change, Data 494

Limit Warning, Data Limit Exceeded, etc. Algorithm 3 495

depicts the whole process in the form of flow chart. 496

2) Battery/Power Analyzer: The idle time power drainage 497

has been a serious concern associated to MPTCP based 498

devices. Usually, MPTCP devices experience around 499

30% higher power consumption in contrast to the non- 500

MPTCP devices. It is also observed that the Keep-alive 501

feature and Dead Peer Detection (DPD) method-based 502

application generates multiple spikes that keeps awake 503

the Application Processor. The power analyzer module 504

monitors the actual current power status of the device 505

i.e. during idle state, doze condition, screen off state, 506

deep sleep condition and also communicates it to the 507

connectivity services and path manager. This module 508

also keeps track the usual sleep cycle of smartphones, 509

which is used by the S-MPTCP PM to efficiently uti- 510

lize the sub-flows for power saving purpose. In case 511

of android sets, SSRM is the module that monitors 512

and intimates the battery conditions. This module can 513

further obtain the information of battery health, bat- 514

tery charging level, battery temperature, etc. and sends 515

this information in the form of feedback to the con- 516

trol plane layer to recover from the battery related 517

issues. The process followed by this module is depicted 518

in Algorithm 4. 519

3) Connection Analyzer: Nowadays, the majority of 520

smartphones are deployed with socks proxy-based 521

approach [15]. The connection analyzer module is 522

responsible to fetch connection specific parameters 523

information as explained below. a)Connection Specific 524

Middle-box detectors: We try to determine the presence 525

of middlebox, specially in WiFi or LTE path. The pres- 526

ence of middlebox limits the use of MPTCP options. 527

This situation restricts the use of MPTCP and the sys- 528

tem returns to SPTCP. Hence, we ignore these kinds 529

of connections to avoid problems related to redundant 530

interface connection setup which are prone to over 531

drain the battery. b) End server commute related prob- 532

lem: Despite being the most popular and widely used 533
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Algorithm 4 Battery Power Analyzer Flow Chart
1: Input: Stop Battery Heat Level
2: ifMPTCP Running then
3: if Level Stop < Stop threshold then
4: Go to step 10
5: else
6: Control subflows
7: Go to step 11
8: end if
9: else

10: Scale down CPU frequency
11: MPTCP MP path manager, MPTCP Kernel
12: end if

approach in smart phones, socks proxy-based approach534

offers some common problems to few applications.535

For instance, in case of socks-based proxy or using536

any other proxy in between, banking applications may537

always pose errors. Because of such problems, we try to538

restrict such connections and intimate the control plane539

to act appropriately. c) Consideration special inter-540

faces: Some special interfaces pose several problems as541

discussed below: - IMS and tunneling interfaces: Ded-542

icated IMS interface is equipped in most of the devices543

now a days. When devices attempt to establish the con-544

nection, full mesh connection is established by default545

and the MPTCP path manager seeks to establish the546

sub-flows for all these connections.We try to recognize547

these interfaces and notify the control plane layer to act548

appropriately. - CLAT (Communication Line Adapter549

for Teletype) interface: XLATING interfaces demand550

an exceptional attentionwhile usingMPTCP, otherwise551

it may cause cross connections; which may deterio-552

rate the throughput and fairness of the connections.553

Consequently, we tend to ignore the CLAT interface554

and direct the S-MPTCP PM to create only one to555

one connection such as IPv4WiFi interface connection556

with IPv4 server and IPv6 mobile interface connection557

with IPv6 server etc. - Tethering interface: Tethering558

connections are local interfaces to transfer the packets559

among connected devices. For example, the tethering of560

mobile hotspot withmobile backhaul; and similarly, the561

WiFi sharing connection with WiFi backhaul. These562

connections demand additional sub-flows usage at the563

back end that may affect the fairness of connections.564

We cater the demand of android tethering module by565

communicating it to the S-MPTCP PM.566

B. CONTROL PLANE LAYER567

The control plane layer comprises of 1) The S-MPTCP PM568

(Path Manager), 2) The S-MPTCP SCH (Scheduler) and569

3) The S-MPTCP Auto Tuner Module.570

1) The S-MPTCP PM: The establishment of sub-flows571

is managed by the S-MPTCP PM module. These may572

include Sub-flow creation, Sub-flow removal, and etc.573

Similarly, themode of operations such as FULLMESH,574

BACKUP, SPTCP mode, etc. is also managed by the 575

S-MPTCP PM. 576

2) The S-MPTCP SCH: The MPTCP Schedulers play a 577

vital role in scheduling the packets amongst the sub- 578

flow. The scheduling decision is made on the sender 579

side and can follow various approaches based on 580

the need. The default MPTCP provides the following 581

schedulers: 582

2A. Round Robin: The packets are scheduled in Round 583

Robin fashion amongst the available subflows. 584

2B. LowRTT: In this scheduler, the packet is pushed 585

in the lowest RTT path until the congestion window is 586

filled. If the congestion window of the lowest RTT path 587

is filled, then the second-lowest RTT is preferred, and 588

so on. 589

2C. Re-transmission Penalization (RP): The head-of- 590

line (HOL) blocking can be caused if the packets are 591

pushed in the same subflow. This design proposed 592

opportunistic scheduling by pushing the re-transmitted 593

packet in the available subflow. It can utilize the 594

subflow effectively and also reduce the jitters and 595

delay. 596

2D. Buffer-bloat Mitigation (BM): If RP is used, 597

it might fill the high BDP path since it has large buffers. 598

Hence, BM is designed by restricting the data sent 599

on each subflow. Therefore, it avoids buffer bloating 600

by monitoring the minimum Smoothened Round-trip- 601

time. 602

2E. Redundant Scheduler: This scheduler sends the 603

data redundantly on all the available paths. 604

2F. Backup Scheduler: The backup scheduler pushes 605

the data in the primary path. If the priority of path 606

changes in the path manager, it would update the pri- 607

mary interface and push the data on the new primary 608

path. The previous primary path is set as backup path. 609

If the primary path undergoes a failure, the data packets 610

are pushed in the backup path. 611

In our experiment, we have used LowRTT scheduler 612

and Backup Scheduler based on the MPTCP PM indi- 613

cation. The LowRTT scheduler is the default scheduler 614

in MPTCP open source [24]. SMPTCP SCH module 615

is responsible to schedule the data based upon the 616

received information from the analytics layer. 617

3) The S-MPTCP Auto Tuner Module: This module 618

has the capability of configuring different connection 619

parameters not only system wide but also on the per 620

connection basis. The configuration is done on the basis 621

of the feedback from the analytics layer. Discussion on 622

some prominent parameters is given below: 623

• S-MPTCP Buffer Tuner: S-MPTCP Buffer Tuner: 624

In conventional MPTCP, by default, a common 625

TCP buffer value is assigned to all connected 626

interfaces. In order to improve the system-wide 627

throughput or per-connection throughput we effi- 628

ciently tune the buffer values on the basis of feed- 629

back from analytics layer. 630
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Let Bi represent the buffer size to be set for the631

particular interface i. The value of the buffer size632

is decided based on the type of network asso-633

ciated and as per Android default. For example,634

if LTE cellular network is connected then the BLTE635

is 8 MB. Similarly, if 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi network is636

connected then the BWiFi2.4 is 4 MB. When we use637

‘‘n’’ interfaces in our SMPTCP then the buffer to638

be set is the cumulative buffer value and is upper639

bound to max_buff (12 MB). This can be written640

as:641

final_buff = min(
n∑
1
Bi, max_buff)642

where the final_buff is the TCP buffer set while643

using S-MPTCP solution.644

• SMPTCP CPU Tuner: The information received645

regarding the WiFi and LTE path characteristics646

(e.g. connections type, RTT difference, maximum647

TP) determines the CPU related parameters to set.648

On the basis of these information, to obtain better649

throughput, we fine tune the CPU related parame-650

ters, such as the CPU affinity, CPU governor, CPU651

clock frequency, per CPU processing, etc.652

• Other TCP UserSpace Parameters: In addition to653

the afore mentioned parameters, we consider to654

tune some more parameters on the basis of the655

obtained feedback.656

The parameter includes: a) tcp_no_metrics_save657

(default 1): This is set as 0 so that the TCP starts in658

the slow start phase during every experiment659

b) tcp_congestion_algo (default: olia for MPTCP):660

We use BBR in our experiment as BBR [23] per-661

forms faster than the coupled congestion control662

algorithms663

c) tcp_low_latency (default 0): Set as 1 in our664

experiment to disable the nagling algorithm.665

d) interfaceMTU : If multiple interfaces are con-666

nected in the SMPTCP, the MTU value is set as the667

minimum among the connected interface. Setting668

different MTU sizes can cause fragmentation on669

one of the subflows, which degrades the through-670

put. Therefore, we set the minimum value to avoid671

the fragmentation issue.672

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS673

The assessment of live air experimental setup is discussed674

here and then the experimental results will be evaluated.675

A. LIVE AIR EXPERIMENTAL SETUP676

We are considering baseline MPTCP available in [24]. Most677

of the implementations of MPTCP requires change in both678

the client as well as server side. Our proposed solution679

deals with only client side. We did modifications only on680

client side. For our implementation we do not require server681

side changes. We did not find any previous research work682

evaluating ONLY client side modifications and testing it on683

FIGURE 3. Experimental Setup.

TABLE 2. Experiment Parameters.

live air. Hence, we only compare our proposed SMPTCP 684

with baseline MPTCP which is optimized for open source 685

version with various contributors. To evaluate the proposed 686

methodology, we performed the live air experiments in our 687

lab of Samsung Head Quarters, South Korea. The gadgets we 688

used for the experiment was Samsung Galaxy Note 20 and 689

Galaxy S21. The telecom operators we choose for the experi- 690

ments have either tested or deployed theMPTCP successfully 691

i.e. KT/SKT (MTU 1440/1450 Bytes) of South Korea, and Jio 692

of India (MTU 1500 Bytes). The four types of WiFi we used 693

to evaluate the S-MPTCP were having an aggregate speed of 694

1300 Mbps, 600 Mbps, 289 Mbps and 54 Mbps. Similarly, 695

we also used the LTE band 8 (10MHz), LTE band 3 (20MHz) 696

and LTE band 1 (10 MHz) in non-Carrier Aggregation (CA) 697

mode, 2 (CA) mode and 3 (CA) mode in our experiments. 698

The average speed that CA LTE offers is in the range 699

of 70 to 350 Mbps while the non-CA LTE gives a maximum 700

speed of 70 Mbps. Our complete experimental setup is given 701

in Figure 3 and the parameters used in live air experiment is 702
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FIGURE 4. Aggregation percentage comparison for different
combinations of WiFi and LTE.

FIGURE 5. Aggregation percentage comparison for different
combinations of WiFi and 5G.

enlisted in table 2. To compare SMPTCPwith legacyMPTCP703

we have used the setup as delineated in [24].704

B. S-MPTCP EVALUATION705

To evaluate the effectiveness of S-MPTCP we measure the706

aggregation benefit by utilizing available interfaces. The707

aggregation percentage is given as:708

Aggregation Percentage =
TPSMPTCP∑n

i=1 TPi
(1)709

where TPSMPTCP is throughput of S-MPTCP, n is the total710

number of used interface, and TPi is the throughput of spe-711

cific interface i used in the S-MPTCP.712

The comparison of aggregation percentage we obtained713

against each combination of WiFi & LTE (single carrier,714

non-CA & CA) and WiFi & 5G (farther from gNB and715

nearer to gNB) is given in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respec-716

tively. From Figure 4, We clearly see that the S-MPTCP717

ensures a higher aggregation percentage with respect to the718

legacy MPTCP. The auto tuning mechanism of control layer719

on the basis of detailed feedback provided by the analytics720

layer gave us a maximum aggregation percentage gain of721

50.39%. Consequently, a higher throughput was obtained in722

case of our proposed S-MPTCP scheme. It is worthwhile723

to mention that in any case the throughput obtained from724

S-MPTCP will never fell below the throughput value of725

SPTCP. Whereas, the SPTCP outperforms the MPTCP in726

FIGURE 6. Power Savings.

FIGURE 7. Power Consumption Comparison.

conditions when there exists higher difference in RTT of 727

WiFi and LTE. Figure 5 presents the aggregate percentage 728

comparison for a different combination ofWiFi and 5G band- 729

width. As observed from figure 5 the aggregate bandwidth 730

utilization with legacy is low as compared to 5G. For WiFi 731

bandwidth 289 and 5G bandwidth 300 Mbps ∼ 500 Mbps 732

the aggregate percentage of 5G NR is almost 90% and 733

aggregate percentage of legacy is almost 85%. It is noticed 734

from figure 5 for WiFi bandwidth 1300 and 5G bandwidth 735

800 Mbps ∼ 1 Gbps the aggregate percentage of 5G NR is 736

more than 90%. 737

Another crucial benchmark of smart-phone industry is the 738

power saving. Hence, we examined and juxtaposed the power 739

saving and power consumption of conventional MPTCP and 740

S-MPTCP. The power saving percentages given in the graph 741

of Figure 6 is when the screen of the mobile phone is in OFF 742

state for a total duration of 12 hours. We found that through 743

S-MPTCP, we achieved a maximum power gain of around 744

11.5% in contrast to the legacy MPTCP. The comparison of 745

power consumption statistics in mA between legacy MPTCP 746

and S-MPTCP is shown in Figure 7. In this case also, after 747

a continuous use of 12 hours, the S-MPTCP outclassed the 748

conventional MPTCP by consuming overall 13% less power 749

compared to the legacy MPTCP. This was made possible 750

by our proposed MPTCP controller system that created an 751

efficient inter-layer coordination between the smart analytics 752

layer and control plane layer. 753
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of LTE data consumed.

FIGURE 9. Comparison of 5G NR data consumed.

In contrast to the conventional MPTCP, our suggested754

system can efficiently determine the time and magnitude755

of cellular data to be used over mobile network sub-flows.756

We tested the video streaming from YouTube server for757

1 hour using legacy MPTCP and S-MPTCP under good and758

poor WiFi conditions (1 Mbps and 0.5 Mbps respectively).759

We found that for all WiFi conditions, S-MPTCP saves760

more cellular data compared to the legacy MPTCP as shown761

in Figure 8. In case of conventional MPTCP, 1440 MB and 762

720 MB of data was consumed for good and poor WiFi 763

conditions respectively. However, for S-MPTCP, 2520 MB 764

and 2160 MB of the WiFi data was consumed on both good 765

and poor WiFi conditions respectively. Similarly, in all WiFi 766

conditions, more LTE data was consumed by the legacy 767

MPTCP as compared to that of S-MPTCP. 768

Figure 9 presents the compared the 5G NR data consump- 769

tion with and without S-MPTCP in case of Good WiFi and 770

Poor WiFi condition. The share of 5G mobile data With 771

S-MPTCP for bothGood and poorWiFi is low as compared to 772

Without S-MPTCP. For good WiFi, the average utilization of 773

5G data is 27% whereas in the case of poor WiFi the average 774

utilization of 5G data is more than 60%. It is observed from 775

Figure 9 that initially there will be a peak in 5G data, where 776

5G and WiFi loads the buffer together. After that 5G will be 777

less used as the advance buffer is loadedmostly from theWiFi 778

itself. 779

V. CONCLUSION 780

We present here a novel smart MPTCP controller concept 781

for Next Generation Mobile Networks. In order to combat 782

the challenges faced by legacy MPTCP, our proposed sys- 783

tem efficiently manages and controls its sub-flows on the 784

basis of path characteristics and interface. The architecture 785

of our proposed system is mainly composed of two layers 786

i.e. the Analytics Layer and Control Layer. The analytics 787

layer acquires the cross-layer feedback and useful informa- 788

tion about the connections and provides them to the control 789

layer which is the actual controller of our system and respon- 790

sible for the efficient management and control of MPTCP 791

sub-flows. The proposed scheme was also verified through 792

live air experiments and simulations at Samsung Electronics, 793

Head Quarters Lab. Both simulation and experimental results 794

confirm that our approach can efficiently manage and control 795

the sub-flows to provide higher throughput at the cost of 796

minimum connection overhead. We achieved an overall 13% 797

power gain and 50% LTEmobile data saving compared to the 798

conventional MPTCP solutions. For 5G NR and good WiFi 799

conditions, the average utilization of 5GData with S-MPTCP 800

is 27%,where as it is 53% for legacyMPTCP solutions. These 801

promising results validates the competency of our proposed 802

system. 803
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